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he study by Ratelle et al.1 evaluated the ability of Internal
Medicine residents to use a clinical prediction tool, the
Patient Acuity Rating (PAR),2 to identify patients at risk for
clinical deterioration. By evaluating the level of agreement
between independently derived PAR scores of residents participating in a patient handoff, the study also investigated how
effectively the residents communicated the potential for clinical deterioration. The authors found that higher PAR scores
were associated with a significant increase in the odds of
clinical deterioration, which is consistent with the findings of
the original PAR study.2 Among post-graduate year (PGY) 1
residents, there was fair agreement in PAR scores between the
giving and the receiving resident after a handoff. Interestingly,
the level of agreement of PAR scores was lower among PGY3
residents, with higher average PAR scores by residents receiving the handoff.
As the authors note, a thought-provoking and potentially
confounding factor is the impact of formulating the PAR on the
subsequent clinical decision-making by the resident receiving the
handoff. A benefit of the PAR is that it facilitates the process of
synthesizing clinical judgment into a simple, single number.3
Since the receiving resident was responsible for the subsequent
care of the patient, it is possible that the process of formulating
the PAR may have influenced the clinical assessment and subsequent clinical decisions (e.g., the need for escalation of care)
beyond the information communicated in the handoff itself.
The study supports a potential role for the PAR in the
implementation or assessment of standardized handoff procedures. As an important component of the Accreditation Council
for Graduation Medical Education (ACGME) CLER (Clinical
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Learning Environment Review) Care Transitions Pathway,4
handoffs are subject to increasing study and scrutiny in academic centers. Further investigation is needed to understand the
multiple inter-related factors that impact handoff effectiveness,
particularly since standardized handoff procedures have recently been associated with a reduction in medical errors and
preventable adverse events when implemented in conjunction
with communication training and faculty development.5
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